
 
Linearfunctions and Differentiable functions

2.1 Linear functions

Let fi Vs R be a function on a vector space V

f is a linear function if
flxxtpykxfcxltpflyiux.PE Randx yEV

Example l Themean of vectors in R i.e

f x X⼗十⼼心 ˋˋ_ Xnlh for x ER
is linear

Example2 The maximum element of vectors in R i.e

fix max化 hi Xn了了 for XER
is NOT linear

Example3i fi R R with f x áx is a linearfunction
Example 4 Fi Ca 𠮩 112 defined by

FH f化 where x Ea 的 is a givennumber

is linear

Example 5 i F Lab R defined by

FA fǎfmdx for f EE lab is linear
ExampleG fi MR V is an inner product pay definedby

fix 化 Z where ZEV is a given vector in V

Example 7 A norm function on a vector space V is NOT linear
To see this
11 x 11 1⽐比11

which contradict with
ffxkfcxtoxk.fm to拟 fix



for f being linear on V

Properties of linear functions
Homogeneity flax xfcx EX ER and XEV

Because

fcxxkflxxtokxflxHOflxkxfcxD.lt
implies f 0 0 because flo f 0X 0 fix 0

UXEU.AdditiviityifcxtnzfcxltfcyiuxyEV.nflxxtn
tx.dk X f刈⼗十 ˋˋ_ xkfcykxiiXKER.xi M.EU

To see this we note that

fax t.n.txkxkkxflxitflhkttXKXDE.xfythflxytfkskt.it⼈人们

xflx.lt ⼗十Xkflxd

Inner product representation of a linearfunction on Hilbert spaces
Forsimplicity let's consider a linear function on R equipped with the

standard innerproduct 化 以 ⼆二 ㄨ可 and the induced mom 化⼼心 ⽐比唹
From thediscussion above

Foranygiven aER thefunction fix a x is linear

The reverse is true i.e

Any linear function f 112 R mustbe in theformof
fix a x for some a ER

To see this let e ez en where ei劁器器能_be
a basis of IR

so that any ㄨ㓹ER is written as kxe.txz.at then

Therefore if f is a linear function then



f x f xe.txz.at then

xfk.it Xzfkyt txnfg _by property oflinearfunctions
D

where a 蠿 ER

Furthermore ⽐比 representationof a linearfunction fix a x is unique
whichmeans there is any one vector aER forwhich fix a D holdsfor all x
Indeed suppose that a is not unique ie we have two vectors as
such that fix a x and fix b x for all x ER
Then let Kei fei a ⼼心 aiandfeiklb.li bi

So hi hi i 1，2 ⼀一 n

Therefore a b

Alger we see that
alinearfunctionf.RSRifandonlyiffcxFCa x frsomeuni纰9ERnL

rlttttt.tt
The above holds true forany linear function on Hilbert spaces
widely known as Riesz representation theorem

Theorem Rieszrepresentation thereon

Let It be a Hilbertspace and f be a function HR Then

fislinearandboundifandongiffMaxsforsomewiqueaEH.IE
xample Ii We know mean x is linear on IR Since R is a

Hilbert space we can find a unique aan st

meanCx XI
Indeed
meanM 合化中⽕火 t.tl n fx thXzt thXn ⼼心



where a 六 六 ⼀一 六

Example 2 i Let It be a Hilbert space and 1111 is the norm
It is known that the norm function is NOT linear
Therefore

there doesn't exist a EH such that 化仁 ⽐比EHminute

Hyperplanes

Again we
Gon
sider R as a Hilbert space where any linear

function is written as a D for some a ER
consider the set

S x 1 ⼋八⼋八 ⼆二0go
Then U X yEsa and X PER
dxxtpyt XGDtka.gs 0 xxtpy ES

Therefore Saois a Plane linear
Since the codimension of So is 1 because it is defineby oneequation

Sao is called a hyperplane

Lili

hang

Now let's consider

San⼆二 x Ka 如 巧了了 for bER is given

Let Xo ESab i.e Lax b be fixed
Then Sab ⼆二 Sao t Xo because

lfXESa.ba X XoFa x7taxo7 0 3X XoESao

XESa.tk



UXESaohxtxi ta.DK a ⼼心动 xtx.ES
In other words

San is a shift of a hyperplane stillcalled a hyperplane

xi
if

ie.iolets
This concept can be generalized to any inner product space V

恐品品 蕊台唅氵
了了 ⽐比⽐比

0andbERaregiuen.Aflinefunctns_t

y.ltlinear function plus a constant is called an afirefunction
That is a function

ftp.isaffineifwwegivffsiiYibERisaonstant1 1

Properties

If fi VsR is affine then

fcxxtfykxfcxHPHDVX.ge V and xpERs.t.xtfl.tT

nrrET.sethis _linear 邶 1

flxxtpy 9 xxtpyjtb xgcxitpgcntlx b

xgntbjtflgcntbl xfcxjtpf.ly
If fi WR where V is a Hilbert space then



f must be in the form of
fix Ptb where aEVand bER



22 Case Studies Regression and Classification

22.1 Regression

Given a set of data
Xiㄐ1 ⽐比2 ⽣生 从 ⽕火

where

Xi EN is an inputfeatureVector i 1.2 ⼀一 N
yi ER is the corresponding response to Xi

Given a new input feature vector XEN how to predict the

corresponding response y ER

Forexample Xi ER represents n attributes of a house
and yi ER is thesellingprice

We want to predict the sellingpriceof a house with feature XEN

Māfiiislrrettttt
This is called regression In this context

Xi are called regressor independentvaribles.liare called dependent variablesloutcomelabel
Theclass of all functions R 112 is too large Weneed to restrict

the searching off in a small class of functions



Classification Giving training data
a bi a 问 ⼀一⼀一 Umbm GiER biEh 1了了 i 1 im

find a classifier a function f such that

f a i bi for i 1，2 m

We consider a linear classifier
f a 化 以⼗十W where XEN WEIR

Theweights xEpiand w are moralized such that

化 以⼗十Wi 21 if bi 1

E 1 if bi 1














































